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	Blog	Up Down wall lightsWe have a great variety of Up/down outdoor wall lights in a range of finishes and styles. All using energy efficient LED bulb and chip technology and with a variety of IP ratings.  Copper and 316 Stainless steel are very popular and anthracite or black
	Drive Over LightsWe have some of the best German designed Driveover lights which we have sold for over 10 years and the name is the Dasar Range. We have a selection of fittings for driveways and also for up lighting walls and features due to the tilt range
	Solar BollardsEnergy efficient Solar Bollards for Domestic and Commercial projects. No Electrician costs and with Autumn just around the corner now is a good time to plan on making those extra energy savings as well as having good pathway and driveway lighting.
	Clearance Ex-Stock itemsWe've 20 separate items added to this Page. So grab a bargain whilst they are still there
	Sign Lights for Shops and Commercial businesses, Pubs and Solar preferred areasSign Lights or Trough Lights are one of our best selling categories. LED energy efficient sign lights for all types of businesses also Solar for those areas without mains power
	Outdoor Hanging Lights to add some magical twinkle effect light outsideOutdoor Hanging Lights 12v and ideal for hanging in trees , onto trellis and to Gazebos. The Moonray selection we've sold for many years and they are ideal for creating a nice warm ray of light from trees, arbours, trellis fences and Gazebos.
	Contemporary Wall Lights to give an Artist look to your homeStand out from the crowd with our variety of Contemporary wall lights.  We feature three rather quirky and interesting artistic light fittings which not only give out good light but are an amazing feature too.
	Solar Floodlights for Commercial ProjectsDon't wait for the nights to draw in before you deal with a dark spot in a car park or outside a building. If getting power to a building or space is an issue then Solar could be the answer
	Step Lights to enhance walkways,  garden steps, retaining walls and sleepersAn elegant addition as well as a safety feature is illuminating steps, retaining walls and sleepers.  We have a choice of finishes in both 240v and 12v and either surface mounted or recessed
	Submersible Garden Lights for Ponds and Water FeaturesWhat better way to compliment your water features and or pond with warm and subtle illumination and to showcase them in your garden. All fittings have to be IP68 and 12v or 24vDC
	USB Solar Fairy Lights for the summerNow that summer is here and we can enjoy outdoor entertaining until very late in the day, what nicer way to complement outdoor gazebos, fencing and trees than to add some solar sparkle with rechargeable festoon lights
	Step & Brick Lights -  Summer time garden illuminationSummer time is ideal for illuminating steps and small walls and providing ambient lighting
	UNiLED - Solar LED Road Stud - Choice of Yellow, Green, Red or WhiteFabulous new Solar pathway stud light, ideal for cycle paths, walkways and edges of driveways. Choice of 4 colours, Red, Yellow, Green and white
	7 Benefits of Installing Flood Lighting for Your HomeWe have a selection of LED Floodlights and some with PIR Sensors or Photocells. Also  Metal Halide Floodlights used for uplighting trees.
	Understanding Different Types of Security LightingSecurity lighting with sensors are ideal to illuminate the exterior
 of your home, protect it and deter intruders
	Spike Lighting - Perfect for Pathways.Garden Spike Lighting. Spike lighting can be used when illuminating your pathways or shrubs. They are completely versatle.
	Brighten Up Your Decking This Spring!Deck Lights can help to complete the look, and create an almost fairy tale ambience. Lights can be placed on the decking posts and rails for maximum exposure at an elevated position.
	How To: A Guide To Step LightingStep Lighting is An ideal way to illuminate trip hazard areas at night. Can be used low down on walls as marker lights or to illuminate pathways
	The New Halton Solar Bollard.Save on energy bills without compromising on style. Modern design solar powered bollard light with brushed stainless steel ad white pc diffuser. PIR sensor to help light the way.
	Solar Lighting For Your HomeWhere no cabling is possible such as camp sites and rural areas then the use of solar lights is a must and are also a great use of light if you're on a budget and just want a simple solution to illuminate pathways, plantation areas and outside your home.
	Our New In Garden Lighting!We have some exciting new arrivals here at Exterior Lights. From Path Lights to Wall Lights.
We Cover all your garden lighting needs.
	Street LightingOur Newest Collection Of Street Lights are Ideal for specifying for Roads, Railway Stations, Parks and Gardens,  Security, Retail, Residential and Amenity areas.
	Our Newest Commercial Bollard Lighting!LED Bollards for car parks, walkways and footpaths. These LED Bollards are ideal for commercial amenity lighting, as used by contractors and local authorities. Bollard lights in a number of styles, featuring, contemporary, traditional, commercial.
	Outdoor Wall Lights That Will Enhance Your Home.Outdoor wall lights are a practical and stylish addition to an outside space, designed to illuminate a pathway, seating area or patio.
	Commercial Bollard Lighting For Your BusinessLED Bollards for car parks, walkways and footpaths. These LED Bollards are ideal for commercial amenity lighting, as used by contractors and local authorities. Bollard lights in a number of styles, featuring, contemporary, traditional, commercial.
	Exterior Lighting For Your HomeExterior Lighting. The right type of light for your home can improve safety, security. Different types of lights include floodlights, spotlights, motion sensors, and timers.
	Security LightingSecurity lighting with sensors are ideal to illuminate the exterior
 of your home, protect it and deter intruders. Security lighting can provide you with peace of mind and a sense of safety by improving the lighting of the exterior of your property.
	Solar Lighting For Your GardenBrowse Our Range Of High Quality, Reliable Solar Lights. Designed For UK Weather. Positive Feedback. Order Quality Solar Lights Today! 30 Day Returns. UKs Leading Supplier. 12 Month Warranty. Types: Solar Security Lights, Solar
	Outdoor Wall LightingInstall outdoor wall lights and keep your porch, entrance and garden well lit. Our lamps and lanterns are available with LED & sensor. We have a large range of Garden Wall Lights in a variety of finishes ,
categories and in 12v and 240v to choose from.
	Outdoor LED Strip LightingLED Strip lighting for outdoor use is fast becoming very popular for providing continuous linear light with no dark spots. It's wafer thin structure and flexibility makes it ideal for fitting under canopies and to give an amazing wall wash effect to the a
	Commercial Bollard LightingCommercial style bollards for public spaces, car parks and commercial properties. Robust and vandal proof and in a variety of heights, finishes and styles. They use LED light bulbs with high lumen output.
	Using Buried Ground Lights To Illuminate a Listed BuildingIlluminating your home! The Dasar Exact GU10 is one of our most popular fittings and an ideal fitting for driveways and up lighting shrubs and small trees. We also included eyelid step lights for the low level walls.
	Festoon Lighting To Create Ambient Lighting.Using Festoon Lighting crates a welcoming and ambient lighting in your garden, these can be used on pergolas or gazebo.
	Path Lighting for Your Outdoor SpacesPath Lighting is an outdoor lighting system designed specifically for paths. It creates a beautiful atmosphere while providing safety and security.
	Wall Light Designs that Will Make Your Space Look AmazingYou don't have to spend a fortune on lighting fixtures if you know where to look. These wall light designs will help you create an amazing space without breaking the bank.
	Effective Bollard Lighting For Your HomePath and driveway lighting
 Your main driveway is an ideal place to use specially designed marker drive-over lights which show a direct route to the house entrance and can be used in conjunction with bollard lights for extra security and effect.
	Getting Your Garden Jubilee Ready!The Queens Platinum Jubilee will be a weekend to remember so while you still have time, why not illuminate your garden so you can carry on celebrating even when the sun goes down!   
	Our Newest Outdoor Light Fittings.Exterior Lights UK offer one of the largest selection of premium and budget range outdoor lighting products available today in the UK.  
They come in various finishes from  Copper, Brass, Teak or 316 Stainless Steel to high quality Anodised.
	Garden Lighting Ideas Exterior garden lighting design ideas and tips 
In this section we have listed below some very useful ideas and tips that will help you create your own garden lighting design to enhance your outside space at night.
	Getting Your Garden Summer Ready.Sometimes less is more so to speak. Another factor is the amount of features you already have, be it statues, water features, ponds, rockeries, decking, patios, sleepers, walls, pergolas, pathways, flower beds, lawns and trees. All these can be Lit.
	Driveway Lights - How to illuminate your driveway.Your main driveway is an ideal place to use specially designed marker drive-over lights which show a direct route to the house entrance and can be used in conjunction with bollard lights for extra security and effect. 
	Deck Lighting To Complete Your Garden.Lighting decking areas can help to complete the look, and create an almost fairy tale ambience. Lights can be placed on the decking posts and rails for maximum exposure at an elevated position.
	Outdoor Adjustable Wall LightingAdjustable Wall Lights provide directional light aimed where you need it most. 
Ideal for Barbecue  areas and to focus light across the Patio and Seating Areas
	Spike Lights are ideal in the garden to illuminate shrubs and pathways.Spike Lights are ideal for illuminating Flower Beds and Borders, Shrubs and Garden Features.
	Reliable Solar Lighting for the UK!Solar is the perfect solution to illuminating areas where hard wiring is not possible. Most importantly, solar is better for the environment. Solar post lights use a natural, clean, renewable energy source – the sun.
	Effective Soffit Lighting for wall washing.They are a great way to prevent burglary too making the property secure and deterring any opportunist unwanted intruder coming to your home.
	How To Illuminate Your Business Sign With LED LightingIdeal for illuminating shop signage and businesses. Designed to display your signs . Also known as display lights and sign lights. Generally mounted on an arm with an adjustable angle . Can be long body or small spot lights.
	How to Make Your Steps A Feature.An ideal way to illuminate  trip hazard areas at night. Can be used low down on walls 
as marker lights or to illuminate pathways
	Smart SwitchesSmart dimmers can control lights throughout your home and it can do this remotely with your smartphone, anytime from anywhere. You can create schedules turning your lights on/off and dimming.
	Wireless Lighting ControlsA choice of Lighting Controls to light up your garden
	Security LightingBest areas to illuminate your home after dark
	How To: Creating a lighting plan for your gardenMany Lighting designers agree that the features you have in your garden make a greater impact once they are illuminated.
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